
Floater Responsibilities 

 

Prayer Room Floater - The main duty of the Prayer Room Floater is to escort 

speakers.  This is a special form of agape for our speakers so that they are not left 

alone coming to and from the prayer room.  Sometimes just the presence of a 

brother or sister can be comforting when we are a little nervous.  The prayer 

room floater serves as that reminder that we are never alone, that our God will 

never leave us nor forsake us.   

The PR floater meets the speaker at his or her room, escorts them to the prayer 

room to be “Prayed In” and then to the door of the conference room.  You should 

be waiting to escort the speaker back to the prayer room to be “Prayed Out” after 

the talk and then back to their room after the talk.   

 

Chapel Floater - This floater should make sure that the lights are dimmed, candles 

are lit (and blown out after chapel), Kleenex is stocked, and the “sash” on the 

cross is changed.   

Thursday there is no sash.  Friday morning – purple. It remains purple until right 

before Dying Moments when it is changed to red.  Immediately following Dying 

Moments, the sash should be changed to White.  Sunday morning – rainbow 

Chapel floaters also make sure communion elements are ready at the appropriate 

times. (Friday morning & Dying Moments on Saturday) This means setting up the 

chapel for communion.   After communion, the remaining elements are taken to 

the dock behind the pilgrim dorm and fed to the animals in the lake.   

Chapel floaters are responsible for putting names on the chairs in the chapel in 

preparation for the feast on Saturday afternoon.  Agape Central will supply the 

name labels; Lay Director should give AC a list “by tables” so you will know how to 

label the chairs. 

Chapel floaters are responsible for getting “letter bags” and large “take home” 

bags to the area designated by the Lay Director at the appropriate time.  (check 

with LD or Conference Room Chapel Floater for instructions) 



Chapel Floater and Prayer Room Floater work together to take cross lanyards to 

the prayer room after Sponsor’s hour and make sure they are back in the chapel 

on Sunday prior to the cross ceremony.  

 Check in with conference room “chapel floater” to see what they expect you to 

do to help them and work with them. 

 


